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ABSTRACT: We introduce a new software, Ef f icient Detection of Hydrogen Bonds
(EDHB), that systematically detects hydrogen bonds based on the nearest
neighbors algorithm. EDHB classifies inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonds as
well as hydrogen bond networks. EDHB outperforms commonly used hydrogen
bond detection methods in terms of speed of execution. An important additional
feature of EDHB is that information from preceding quantum chemical studies
(i.e., natural bond orbital analysis data and second energy derivative information)
can be used to determine the electrostatic/covalent character of the hydrogen
bonds and to calculate local-mode hydrogen bond force constants as a
quantitative measure of their intrinsic strength. We applied EDHB to a diverse
set of 163 proteins. We identified hydrogen bond networks forming intramolecular rings of different sizes as a common feature
playing an important role for specific secondary structure orientations such as α-helixes and turns. However, these networks do not
have a significant influence on the hydrogen bond strength. Our comprehensive local-mode analysis reveals the interesting result that
the hydrogen bond angle is the governing factor determining the hydrogen bond strength in a protein. EDHB offers a broad range of
application possibilities. In addition to proteins, EDHB can be generally used to detect and characterize hydrogen bonds in protein−
ligand interactions, water clusters, and other systems where a hydrogen bond plays a critical role, as well as during molecular
dynamics simulations. The program is freely available at https://github.com/ekraka/EDHB.

■ INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen bonds (HBs) play a crucial role in proteins forging
enzyme reactions, protein folding, protein−ligand interactions,
and other processes.1−3 The early work of Pauling and Mirsky
highlighted already in 1936 the importance of HBs in proteins
suggesting a 5 kcal/mol stability from each HB.4 In 1951, they
discovered α-helix and β-pleated sheet as the most important
conformational elements in a protein with α-helix HBs on the
order of 8 kcal/mol.5,6 Later that same year, they realized that
an aqueous environment can lead to HBs of the order of 2
kcal/mol.6 After almost 7 decades of intensive research, there
are still some controversies about the strength and properties
of HBs in a protein. Theoretical studies in the early 90s suggest
that HBs do not contribute to thermodynamic stability as the
overall energy balance of HBs is close to zero.7 Campos et al.8

suggested with a combined experimental and theoretical study
that HBs in fact destabilize the native conformation of a
protein. Recent studies have provided a better picture of HBs
in proteins, although controversies about their strength still
persist.9

The protein environment adds complexity to HBs’ stability,
and thus inclusion of all atoms is critical. Studies conducted on
fragments of a protein structure10 are limited by this crucial
information. Pace et al.3,11 have concluded that the polar
residues buried inside the protein interior undergo stronger
van der Waals forces in a HB. Further studies by Hubbard and
Kamran Haider1 have shown that the buried intramolecular

HBs are stronger due to their electrostatic nature. The protein
environment can induce an electric field on the order of 100
MV/cm.12 Thus, to incorporate the protein environment, we
utilized all atoms of a protein incorporating the complex
environment.
A HB is influenced by a multitude of factors governing its

stability. Intramolecular HBs are one such factor that plays a
crucial role.1,13−16 This fact was already highlighted by Takano
et al.17 in the 90s. Donor−acceptor pairs such as N−H···O,
N−H···N, O−H···N, and O−H···O lead to HBs of different
strengths due to the involvement of atoms with different
electronegativities.10,18 Another important aspect is the
network of HBs,19,20 where two or more HBs share the same
acceptor.21,22 A study by Ballesteros et al.23 shows the
implications of networks in guiding secondary structures in
proteins. A study by Feldblum and Arkin24 clearly showed the
existence of various networks of HBs via both experimental
and computational means. The influence of the protein
environment and the various factors alter the strength of a
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HB, and a critical assessment of its strength would bolster our
understanding of HBs in a protein.
The strength of a chemical bond or weak chemical

interaction such as hydrogen bonding has frequently been
assessed via bond dissociation energies (BDE)s,10,25−28 bond
lengths,29 or bond densities.30 However, these measures are
not directly related to the intrinsic bond strength as they
depend on other quantities: the bond dissociation energy on
the stabilization energies of the fragments, the bond length on
the compressibility limit distance between the atoms, and the
bond-stretching frequency on the atom masses.31 Furthermore,
BDEs are limited to intermolecular HBs and are not accessible
for intramolecular HBs, which play an important role in
proteins. Vibrational spectroscopy can serve in this situation as
a perfect alternative provided we utilize local vibrational modes
(LVM), which were originally introduced by Konkoli and
Cremer.32 A comprehensive review is provided by Kraka et
al.33 LVMs have turned out to be an excellent tool for
quantifying the strength of any chemical bond or weak
chemical interaction, including HBs.19,34−44

To systematically analyze the influencing factors of a HB, we
developed a python-based program called Ef f icient Detection of
Hydrogen Bonding (EDHB). EDHB can efficiently detect all
HBs in a protein based on the geometry (nearest neighbor
search45) and, in addition, classify them on the basis of
secondary structure information, atom types involved, intra-
molecular ring size, and network of HBs. Furthermore, EDHB
can be optionally utilized to explore and analyze HB properties
such as LVMs and electrostatic/covalent contributions if data
are available from a preceding quantum chemical calculation.
We note that the C−H group acts as a HB donor in

proteins.46 Weak polarization in a C−H bond leads the H
atom to be slightly positively charged, creating possibilities for
HB interactions. However, as shown by Hubbard and Kamran
Haider,1 C−H-based HBs have only a minor contribution to
the overall stability of a protein structure. Likewise, N−H···S
HBs also show minor implications for the protein structure.
Therefore, in this work, we focused on strong HBs in proteins
involving N and O as the donor or acceptor. Intramolecular
HBs involving five-membered rings for N−H···O, C−H···O,
and N−H···N type interactions are termed “unconventional”

HBs.47−49 In this work only conventional HBs were
considered.
The paper is organized in the following way. First, we

describe the architecture of EDHB and the computational
tools utilized for the study. The information collected by
EDHB is presented and discussed in the Results and
Discussion section. Conclusions and a future outlook are
provided in the Conclusions section.

■ METHODOLOGY

Architecture of EDHB. Figure 1 shows the architecture of
EDHB. Based on the geometry of a protein given in atomic
coordinates, EDHB forms a K-dimension tree (K-D tree45)
from the coordinates of each hydrogen. For each HB donor
(N, F, and O), the nearest hydrogen is searched which is
characterized on the basis of the distance and angle. For larger
systems (no. of atoms >50 000), the computation is done in
parallel to reduce the computational time. A graph is formed
and saved as a tree structure from which information such as
HB type (a network of HBs) and the intramolecular ring size is
extracted. Optionally, if data from quantum calculations are
available from an NBO analysis and second energy derivatives,
EDHB classifies orbital overlap energy (covalent character),
electrostatic energies, and local-mode force constants (a
measure of HB strength).

Detection of Hydrogen Bonds. HBs are detected by
EDHB on the basis of geometry. Only three atoms involved as
a donor (D)/acceptor (A) pair are considered so far, i.e.,
nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine. Various references have used
various criteria for HB length and angle.1,50−52 Based on
literature data, we constrained the distance between the
hydrogen (H) and the A atom to 1.6−2.4 Å (Figure 2). The
D−H ···A angle is constrained to a range of 90−180°. The K-D
tree algorithm45 was implemented to identify all possible HBs.
The K-D tree is a space-partitioning data structure where space
is divided into nonoverlapping regions until each point lies
exactly in one of the regions. The K-D tree works like a binary
tree45 where every node is a k-dimensional point. The last
node in each node is the leaf node which contains a point.
Every other node generates two planes that divide the space

Figure 1. Architecture of EDHB. EDHB utilizes geometry information to construct a K-D tree that captures all hydrogen bonds and their nature in
terms of type and inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Optionally, quantum calculations can be utilized to characterize covalent, electrostatic,
and local-mode properties.
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into two parts where in the left node will be all points lesser
than and on the right will be points greater than the actual
value of the division plane. For example (for 3D data), if the
“x” axis is chosen for a particular split, all points with a smaller
x value will appear on the left node, whereas the larger x values
will appear on the right node. The same procedure is applied
to the y axis and then to the z axis. This process is then
repeated recursively until the leaf node is reached for every
point. A representation for a two-dimensional (2D) data
structure and its decomposition as a K-D tree is shown in
Figure 3. The first split starts at (0, 0) and splits the x axis.

(Note: the axis and splitting point are chosen by the “sliding
midpoint” rule, which ensures that the cells do not all become
long and thin. (0, 0) is chosen here for simplicity). All points
with negative x values lie to the left of the node, and all points
with positive x values to the right. A recursive split is
performed for y followed by x and so on until the leaf node is
reached. Utilizing this method, all HBs of a protein can be
detected with at most O(k·log(n)) time complexity where k is
the number of electronegative atoms (O, N, or F) and n is the
number of hydrogen atoms.

Computational Time for EDHB. To validate the perform-
ance of the K-D tree, we compared the results with classical
methods of detecting HBs using naive nested loop and
vectorized approaches. The nested loop is formed by running
three nested loops, one for the donor, one for the hydrogen,
and one for the acceptor. The vectorized approach is
implemented and utilized by most of the currently available
software that detects HBs such as MDTraj.54 Table 1 shows a
comparison of the timings between the nested loop, vectorized,
and K-D tree approach (an exhaustive comparison of 50
different proteins is provided as Table S2). All computations
were run on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40
GHz with a 64-bit op-mode. Geometry information for the
proteins investigated was taken from the Protein Data Bank53

for proteins characterized by NMR solution. Proteins that took
more than 30 min for the nested approach were not considered
and are shown by “−”. For a fair comparison, the K-D tree,
vectorized, and nested approachs all were not parallelized.
When comparing the timings for even a small protein such

as 1UAO with just 138 atoms, the K-D tree is almost 1000
times faster compared to nested and 4 times faster compared
to vectorized, respectively. As the number of atoms increases,
the performance of the nested approach highly degrades. On
the other hand, the K-D tree is able to perform the same
computation in less than a second. For the protein with PDB
ID 2BI5 (2189 atoms), the K-D tree approach is almost 106

times faster than the nested approach. For proteins as large as
52 000 atoms, the K-D tree is able to perform the computation
in just 0.2 s compared to the vectorized method which takes
309 s (1755 times faster).

Intramolecular Hydrogen Bond Search. The intra-
molecular analysis is performed via breadth first search55

(BFS) in EDHB. BFS is an algorithm searching path in a
network of connections. The algorithm first traverses to all the
neighbors in the first layer (Figure 4) while keeping track of
path and history via backtracking, significantly reducing the
computational time. The process is repeated recursively until
the goal state is found.
As an example, Figure 4 shows the representation of the

seven-membered intramolecular hydrogen-bonded (N−H···O
type) ring. To calculate the size of the ring, the initial and the
goal state are provided, i.e., O11 and H1, respectively. BFS
searches for the H1 layer by layer, and when the goal state is
reached it returns the path (O11−C10−N9−C6−C3−N2−
H1) from which the ring size can be computed.

Figure 2. Criteria for the identification of hydrogen bonds. The
donor, acceptor can be [N, O, F]. The angle between donor−
hydrogen−acceptor is constrained to a range of 90−180°.

Figure 3. Iterative division of a 2D space to represent a K-D tree. The
plots shown in the box are points in the 2D data structure. The K-D
tree is shown (right) which is formed by alternative iterative division
of the axis in the data.

Table 1. Timing Comparison of EDHB

PDB ID nested (s) vectorized (s) KD tree (s) HBs Natoms ratio (nested) ratio (vectorized)

1UAO 0.47 0.002 0.000 6 138 1 177 4
1HD6 23.47 0.020 0.001 39 526 16 552 14
2LDZ 364.51 0.079 0.006 54 977 64 801 14
2EOT 267.94 0.105 0.003 48 1 205 82 847 33
2M20 1269.26 0.294 0.005 96 2 046 247 221 57
2BL5 1817.29 0.379 0.006 149 2 189 295 929 68
5JTN − 12.602 0.033 696 11 068 − 378
2KU1 − 71.505 0.080 1 869 25 935 − 894
4BY9 − 308.782 0.176 3 877 52 476 − 1755

aThe protein geometries were taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB).53 Nested, vectorized, and K-D-tree refer to the time taken by nested,
vectorized, and K-D-tree approaches, respectively. HBs refer to the number of HBs detected. Natoms refers to the number of atoms in the protein.
Ratio refers to the ratio of time taken by the nested/vectorized approach to the K-D-tree approach.
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Hydrogen Bond Network Classification. The strength
of a HB is influenced by the presence/absence of other HBs
that share the same D or A.20 Figure 5 shows a hydrogen-

bonding network. The type of HB network can be defined by
the coordination number of the D, A, or hydrogen(s) from the
D as a string

≡ − −HB A D DHtype c c c (1)

where Ac, Dc, and DHc represent the number of HBs from A
excluding targeted HB, number of HB(s) from D, and number
of HB(s) from the covalently bonded hydrogen(s) to D,
respectively. Following this procedure, the HB network type
shown in Figure 5 is 1−2−1.
Hydrogen Bond Characterization. EDHB characterizes

HBs based on two properties: vibrational spectroscopy and
NBO analysis data. Vibrational spectroscopy data are utilized
when the second energy derivative for a molecule is available
to calculate local-mode force constants ka, obtained from the
pure local stretching vibration of a HB. The resultant force
constants provide the strength of a HB. The electrostatic and
covalent contributions are estimated based on results obtained
from the NBO analysis.
Local-Mode Force Constants. The vibrational spectra of

a molecule hold enormous information about the structure and
properties of the molecular interactions. We utilize vibrational
spectra to obtain the relative strengths of HBs. We first
perform a normal-mode analysis by the basic equation of
vibrational spectroscopy formulated as

Λ=f L MLx (2)

where L collects the vibrational eigenvectors Iμ and the
diagonal eigenvalue matrix Λ contains Nvib vibrational
eigenvalues 4π2c2νμ

2 (with μ = 1, ..., Nvib and Nvib = 3N − K;
K = 6 for nonlinear molecules and 5 for linear molecules) and
K zero eigenvalues corresponding to translations and rotations
of the molecule (νμ represents the harmonic vibrational
frequencies given in cm−1 and c is the speed of light), M is the

diagonal mass matrix, and fx is the force constant matrix
expressed in Cartesian coordinates. The (3N × 3N) dimen-
sional L matrix collects the Nvib normal-vibrational-mode
vectors Iμ and K-mode vectors corresponding to translations
and rotations.
Expressing eq 2 in internal coordinates q leads to the Wilson

GF formalism with56,57

Λ= −F D G Dq 1 (3)

where

= − †G BM B1 (4)

=D BL (5)

Fq is the force constant matrix expressed in terms of internal
coordinates q. The (Nvib × Nvib) dimensional D matrix
represents each normal-mode vector dμ. The rectangular (Nvib
× 3N) dimensional B matrix contains the first derivatives of
the internal coordinates with regard to the Cartesian
coordinates, thus connecting both coordinate systems, and
the (Nvib × Nvib) dimensional matrix G is the Wilson G
matrix..56,57

In terms of internal coordinates, the Lagrange equations can
be formulated as

̇ = ̇ ̇ −† − †L q q q G q q F q( , )
1
2

1
2

q1
(6)

where decoupling of the second part (potential energy) is done
by the diagonalization of Fq. However, the first part (kinetic
energy) remains coupled due to the matrix G. Konkoli and
Cremer32 solved the problem of mass coupling by introducing
the concept of local vibrational modes. The mass-decoupled
Euler−Lagrange equation was solved by setting all the atomic
masses to zero except those of the molecular fragment (e.g.,
bond, angle, or dihedral, etc.) carrying out a localized vibration.
As shown in their original work, the change in the local
displacement of a specific internal coordinate is equivalent to
an adiabatic relaxation of the molecule.32 For any molecular
fragment associated with an internal coordinate qμ, the
corresponding local mode vector aμ is given by

=μ
μ

μ μ

− †

− †a
K d

d K d

1

1
(7)

where dμ is a row vector of matrix D. Matrix K is the diagonal
matrix of force constants kQ, expressed in normal coordinates
Qμ with

= = †F K L f LxQ (8)

resulting from the Wilson GF formalism shown in eqs 3 and 4.
The local mode force constant kμ

a corresponding to local
mode aμ is obtained by

=μ μ μ
†k a Kaa

(9)

Local vibrational modes have been successfully applied to
quantify weak chemical interactions such as hydrogen
bonding,19,34−38 halogen bonding,39−41 pnicogen bond-
ing,42−44 chalcogen bonding,58 and tetrel bonding59 and to
derive new chemical descriptors such as a new aromaticity
index60−62 or a generalized Tolman electronic parameter,63−65

as well as for the derivation of a generalized Badger Rule66 and
several others new concepts.66−73

Figure 4. Representation of a breadth first search (BFS). On the left is
a seven-membered intramolecular hydrogen bonding. On the right is
shown the process of how BFS traverses layer by layer in a network of
connections to reach the goal state (H1) from the initial state (O11).

Figure 5. Network of a HB. The D−H···A shown in red is the
targeted HB. The dashed line in blue represents possible HBs near the
targeted HB.
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Covalent Characteristics of Hydrogen Bonds. The
covalent contribution to the HBs is reinforced by the two
electron exchange integrals, a phenomenon specific to
electrons where they are assumed to be at multiple places at
the same time. These contributions stabilize the overall
molecular energies leading to stronger bonds with increasing
covalent contributions. We utilized NBO analysis to obtain the
overlap energy of the oxygen lone pair np with the empty
antibonding σ* orbital of donor hydrogen bond (LPtoBD*)
shown in Figure 6. This results in a concomitant polarization

of the donor hydrogen bond which is a direct consequence of
Bent’s rule74 and can be observed in various bonds such as C−
H, Si−H, S−H, N−H, etc.
Electrostatic Characteristics of Hydrogen Bonds. The

electrostatic interaction is caused by the induction of charges
in the molecules and can be relatively estimated for a HB as

=
*

E
q q

rc
1 2

(10)

where Ec is the electrostatic energy, q1 and q2 are the atomic
charges of A and H, respectively, and r is the distance between
the two atoms.75 We choose NBO charges as they are more
reliable than Mulliken charges76 since they operate on the basis
of electron density. Localized natural atomic orbitals were used
to describe the computed electron densities and therefore
include bond polarization.
Computational Details. Geometry optimization and

normal-mode analysis were carried out in the gas phase
using Gaussian 16.77,78 Eight smaller proteins, 1K43, 1L2Y,
1R4G, 1S4A, 2EVQ, 1UAO, 2O0S, and 5E61, shown in Figure
7 were optimized with the hybrid B3LYP functional.79−82 High
accuracy paired with relatively low computational costs has
made B3LYP a popular DFT choice. Kuhn et al.83 and Bartlett
et al.84 successfully used this functional for the description of

small molecules and peptides. We further employed empirical
dispersion correction85,86 as suggested by Fadda et al.87 to
include polarization effects that can significantly impact
hydrogen bond stability. Based on the findings of Fadda et
al.87 that B3LYP paired with the 6-31G(d,p) basis88−94

provides a good description of short alanine peptides, we
also used the 6-31G(d,p) in our study. For all geometry
optimizations, conversion criteria to a maximum step size of
0.01 au and a RMS force of 0.0017 au were applied. Protein
1R4G was cut, and only the area of major interest was taken.
Some side chains were removed from proteins 1K43, 1S4A,
and 5E61 for faster calculation (details and geometry
information are provided in the Supporting Information as
pages S23−S59).
To obtain statistically relevant information in addition, a set

of 155 smaller proteins was optimized, and second energy
derivatives were calculated with the semiempirical DFT
method GFN2-xTB.95 The GFN2-xTB is significantly faster
than B3LYP with a low compromise regarding accuracy. A
similar distribution of second-order properties such as
vibrational constants for GFN2-xTB compared to B3LYP
was observed, which is described in the Results and Discussion
section. The similarity between the results of the two methods
led to our choice of GFN2-xTB as the DFT method for the
statistical analysis. The 155 proteins were selected based on the
small size, single chain, and NMR solution as characterizing
techniques from the Protein Data Bank.53 Hydrogen atoms
were added utilizing Leap (a tool from Amber96), structures
were minimized for 1000 steps in Amber,96 and the overall
charges were calculated from Leap prior to the GFN2-xTB
calculations. The PDB IDs for all 155 proteins are provided in
the Supporting Information on page S2.
The local-mode force constants for each HB were calculated

using the LModeA package.33,97 A description of the
corresponding local vibrational mode theory is given below.
LPtoBD* and atomic charges were obtained from NBO98

analysis utilizing optimized geometries with the B3LYP79−82

level of theory including empirical dispersion correction85,86

along with the 6-31G(d,p)88−94 basis set.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is organized into subsections providing results and
discussion by analyzing patterns for a general overview of HB
properties, intramolecular HBs, HB type based on donor−
acceptor pairs, networks of HBs, and the governing factors for
the HB strength in proteins. We start by comparing predicted
HB properties from the two DFT methods to get statistically
relevant information. We observed similar patterns of HB
properties from the two DFT methods. Thus, we provide a
detailed characterization of HB properties from a higher level
of DFT method (B3LYP) followed by statistical results from a
lower level of DFT method (GFN2-xTB).
Figure 7 shows the 8 proteins investigated with B3LYP, and

the PDB IDs for 155 proteins investigated with GFN2-xTB are
provided on pages S2−S10. The HBs detected by EDHB are
shown in yellow. Each HB is given a specific ID for discussion
(larger images of proteins are shown in the Supporting
Information as Figures S1−S8). These proteins accommodate
a variety of secondary structures which include a majority of
HB types observed in proteins.
To generalize the outcomes from GFN2-xTB and B3LYP,

we focused on the distribution of HB length and ka for the
eight proteins optimized as shown in Figure 8. The HBs that

Figure 6. Overlap of the lone pair np of the acceptor to the σ* of the
donor hydrogen bond. The overlap energy estimates the covalent
characteristics of a hydrogen bond.
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were absent in either one of the methods were removed. The
GFN2-xTB and B3LYP methods differ, and therefore the
optimized geometries are not exactly the same. This is reflected
by Figure 8b, where the median of the HB length for B3LYP
(1.95 Å) is slightly higher than that for GFN2-xTB (1.92 Å).
However, the overall distribution remains the same and is also
observed for ka as shown in Figure 8a. The comparison of
LPtoBD*, HB angle, and electrostatic energy is shown in
Figure S9 where we observe similar distributions. Based on
these results, we conclude that statistically relevant information
can be obtained from the GFN2-xTB method.

We analyzed quantitatively the number of different HBs
present in 155 proteins based on secondary structures shown
in Table 2. Note that EDHB uses data obtained from
Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (DSSP)99 for
secondary structure classification if the PDB ID of the protein
is available. The proteins circumvent a variety of secondary
structures with α, turn, bend, and extended strand composing
20.4, 9.3, 8.6, and 6.7%, respectively. Less common HBs such
as 310 helix and isolated β-bridge are 2.2 and 0.7%, respectively.
The secondary structures with no backbone classification are

Figure 7. Eight proteins investigated. Each number is shown as a unique ID associated with each HB. (a) 1K43 is a beta hairpin type structure and
contains 13 HBs (1−13). (b) A trp-cage motif 1L2Y has α helix and 19 HBs (14−32). (c) The Sendai virus protein 1R4G was cut to keep the ideal
α-helix. Other atoms were removed for the convenience of running ab initio calculations. Twenty-eight HBs were detected for this protein (33−
60). (d) A double-strand β-helix of a D,L-alternating oligonorleucine 1S4A has 18 HBs (61−78). (e) A designed protein Chignolin 1UAO is a β-
sheet type structure and looks more like a hairpin with 10 HBs (79−88). (f) A 12-residue beta hairpin 2EVQ with 15 HBs (89−103). (g) A
designed peptide 2O0S is a coil type structure and has 7 HBs (104−110), and the amyloid-forming peptide 5E61 with a near ideal β-strand has 13
HBs (111−123).
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termed as backbone and involve 20.1% of all HBs. The side
chains involve 31.1% of all HBs.

General Trends of Hydrogen Bonds in Proteins. The
estimated contribution of an individual HB, in general, is in the
range of 2−8 kcal/mol depending on factors such as geometry
and environment. It has been suggested that the strength of a
HB in a protein depends on the HB length.29 However, we
observe that the strength can vary depending on the
environment of the HB. Furthermore, shorter bonds are not
always stronger bonds.68 The environment creates an electric
field that perturbs the electrostatic and covalent interactions of
the HB. Thus, we analyzed the covalent character by LPtoBD*

Figure 8. Comparison of B3LYP and GFN2-xTB on eight small proteins. Hydrogen bonds that do not exist in either one of the methods were
removed. (a) Plot of ka vs HB length. The line shows the corresponding quadratic fit. We observe a similar distribution of ka values from either
method. (b) Box plot for the HB length. The median distribution of GFN2-xTB is slightly higher than that of B3LYP.

Table 2. Statistics for Secondary Structure

secondary structures percentage of HBs number of HBs

side chain 31.7 674
α 20.4 435
backbone 20.1 427
turn 9.3 207
bend 8.6 182
extended strand 6.7 143
310 helix 2.2 46
isolated β-bridge 0.7 14
total 2128

Figure 9. Scatter matrix plot for all continuous data from EDHB results on 155 proteins. HB length, LPtoBD*, ka, HB angle, and Elec. are the
hydrogen bond length (in Å), LPtoBD* (in kcal/mol), ka for stretching vibration of HB (in mdyn/Å), the angle created by acceptor, hydrogen, and
donor, respectively, and the electrostatic energy (in e2/Å). The diagonal elements of the matrix show the histogram of the distributions. Each of the
off-diagonal elements is the plot of x vs y where x, y are the HB properties named as xlabel and ylabel, respectively.
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and the electrostatic character based on the atomic charges of
the H and A atoms and the geometry of the HB.
Figure 9 shows a scatter matrix plot for all the continuous

data extracted from EDHB: HB length, LPtoBD*, ka, HB
angle, and electrostatic energy. The HB length is majorly
distributed around 1.8−2.1 Å, LPtoBD* around 10−20 kcal/
mol, ka around 0.1−0.3 mdyn/Å, HB angle around 150−170 °,
and electrostatic energy around −0.2 to −0.3 e2/Å. We observe
a quadratic decay for LPtoBD*, ka, HB angle, and electrostatic
energy relative to HB length. The LPtoBD* and electrostatic
energies follow a somewhat linear relationship relative to ka.
However, the HB angle relative to ka has a larger noise created

by geometry constraints in a protein structure. We observe
similar patterns when comparing HB properties relative to the
HB length or HB properties relative to ka, LPtoBD*, or
electrostatic energy. Thus, we confined ourselves to look into
HB properties relative to HB length.
Figure 10 shows the general trends observed in the analysis

of 155 proteins. The ka and LPtoBD* decrease as the HB
length increases following an inverse quadratic relationship.
The electrostatic energy and HB angle follow similar patterns.
We observe large deviations in electrostatic energies as
different HB types such as N−H···O, N−H···N, O−H···O,
and O−H···N have significant charge differences due to

Figure 10. General trends for hydrogen bond properties in proteins relative to hydrogen bond length. The black line shows a quadratic fit; R2

documents the quality of the fit.

Figure 11. Three most commonly observed intramolecular HBs in proteins. The letter I represents intramolecular HB, and the corresponding
number represents the size of the ring. The numbers denote the ID for each HB corresponding to Figure 7.
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variations in the electronegativity for N and O atoms. The N−
H···N and O−H···N HBs have a high electrostatic character
accompanied by a short hydrogen bond length. In general, N
as the acceptor increases the electrostatic character. When
acting as the donor, O, being more electronegative compared
to N, makes the corresponding H more positively charged.
This results in a strong electrostatic interaction between the H
and the acceptor. Thus, we observe an island of data points
that correspond to N−H···N and O−H···N type hydrogen
bonds as shown in Figure 10b. The HB angle follows a similar
pattern; however, it has significant noise that might be caused
due to the geometric constraints of a protein structure.
Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonds. Figure 11 shows the

three most commonly observed intramolecular HBs, the
properties of which are summarized in Table 3 and are
frequently observed in the backbone. Figure 11a shows I(13)
(intramolecular HB with a ring size of 13 atoms) that forms a
HB observed in the α-helix. The orientation of the four
consecutive amino acids (Rn−Rn+4, where Rn is the residue at
the nth position in the sequence of the protein) makes the HB
almost linear, significantly increasing the LPtoBD*. Figure 11b
shows I(10) formed in between Rn−Rn+3. A study by Perutz100

in the 1950s confirmed the presence of I(10) in 310 helixes.
However, we observe I(10) over all backbone types, majorly in
α-helixes and in smaller amounts from β-sheets and coil. I(10)
has a larger deviation in the HB angle depending on its
orientation, exhibiting variation in electrostatic energy,
LPtoBD*, and HB angle. Figure 11c shows I(7) formed in
between Rn−Rn+2. Contrary to I(13) and I(10), I(7) is not just
confined to the backbone but extends to side chains as well.
Further investigation from the 155 proteins provided

statistically relevant data. I(10) was the most commonly
observed intramolecular HB constituting 18.6% of all intra-
molecular HBs, followed by I(13) (16.1%) and I(7) (13.0%).
The majority of I(13) is observed in α-helices constituting
43.7% of all I(13). The percentage of other intramolecular HBs
contributing more than 3% is provided in Table S3.
Figure 12a shows ka for I(10), I(13), and I(7) relative to HB

lengths. I(13) have a higher mean of HB angle as shown in
Figure 12b leading to an increase in the LPtoBD* and
therefore ka. This is reflected by the exponential fit curve that
tends to be consistently higher than the exponential fit for
I(10) and I(7). We observe I(7) have lower ka values relative
to HB length due to the smaller HB angle (Figure 12b),

Table 3. Intramolecular HBs

ID bond HB length (Å) elec. (e2/Å)a HB angle (deg) ka (mdyn/Å) intra.b LPtoBD* (kcal/mol) chainc HB network

41 N−H···O 1.90 −0.17 157 0.21 I(13) 13.0 b−b 0−0−0
16 N−H···O 2.13 −0.14 143 0.07 I(10) 1.48 b−b 0−0−0
26 N−H···O 2.00 −0.16 146 0.14 I(7) 6.16 b−b 0−0−0

aElec. refers to the electrostatic energies. bIntra. refers to intramolecular HB type with ring size enclosed in the bracket. cChain is composed of a
donor−acceptor pair as either from s (side chain) or b (backbone).

Figure 12. Statistics of three major intramolecular HBs for (a) ka and (b) HB angle. The lines in (a) shows the quadratic fit curve for the
corresponding intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The plots show that the hydrogen bond stability follows the order I(13) > I(10) > I(7) with respect
to the same HB length.

Figure 13. Various HB types based on the donor−acceptor pairs. The numbers denote the HB ID corresponding to Figure 7.
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decreasing the LPtoBD*. We further observed I(7) have a
near-linear relationship for HB angle and HB length as shown
in Figure S10b. The HB angle tends to decrease as the HB
length increases. The HB angle for I(10) varies significantly
and follows no pattern relative to HB length as shown in
Figure S10. This might be the reason we observe I(10) in
between I(13) and I(7).
Hydrogen Bond Type. Figure 13 and Table 4 show the

HBs based on donor−acceptor pair and their computed
properties, respectively. The N−H···N and O−H···N HBs have
a larger electrostatic character as O is more electronegative
compared to N acting as a donor and therefore makes the
corresponding H more positively charged. The LPtoBD* is
also larger for O compared to N as the acceptor. The ka values
however do not follow such a pattern. This can be attributed to
the way ka is computed that considers not just the atoms

involved in a HB but the environment as well, which has a
varying level of effect on the electronic distribution near a HB.
The N−H ···O type is the leading HBs covering 89.1% of all

HBs observed from the analysis of 155 proteins. The HBs
where both the donor and acceptor are formed by the
backbone of the protein cover around 68% of all N−H···O
HBs while the side chain covers 32%, signifying a larger
contribution to protein stability coming from backbone HBs.
The results agree with Pace et al.3 who showed 65% of HB
contribution from the backbone and 35% from the side chains.
Further, HBs with donor−acceptor pairs both from the
backbone contribute around 12.6% for α-helix−α-helix and
8.03% from extended strand−extended strand, suggesting
higher stability from the N−H ···O α-helix type HBs.3 The
second major contribution comes from O−H ···O HBs
covering 6.3% of all HBs. All the O−H···O HBs are from
side chains where the O−H functional group majorly involves

Table 4. Various HB Types Based on Donor−Acceptor Pairs

ID bond HB length (Å) elec. (e2/Å)a HB angle (deg) ka (mdyn/Å) intra.b LPtoBD* (kcal/mol) chainc HB network

89 N−H ···N 2.01 −0.21 167.0 0.12 I(9) 17.25 s−b 0−0−0
15 N−H···O 1.96 −0.16 168.3 0.16 I(10) 10.15 b−b 0−0−1
12 O−H···O 1.86 −0.20 155.7 0.21 I(29) 15.04 b−s 0−0−0
100 O−H···N 1.95 −0.25 166.4 0.15 I(8) 19.6 b−s 0−1−1

aElec. refers to the electrostatic energies. bIntra. refers to intramolecular HB type with ring size enclosed in the bracket. cChain is composed of a
donor−acceptor pair as either from s (side chain) or b (backbone).

Figure 14. Statistics for HB properties based on donor−acceptor pairs. The black line shows a quadratic fit, and R2 documents the quality of the fit.
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the residues SER (44.2%), THR (40.0%), and TYR (8.6%) as
donors. The contributions from O−H···N and N−H···N are
3.4% and 1.1% respectively. The small fraction of O−H···N
HBs is majorly dominated by side chain HBs (90.8%)
compared to backbone HBs (9.2%). However, the small
fraction of N−H···N bonds are either from the side chains
(44.0%) or the backbone HBs (56.0%) signifying almost equal
contribution from both the side chain and the backbone.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of ka, HB angle, LPtoBD*,

and electrostatic energy relative to the HB length for the
proteins investigated with GFN2-xTB. In general, O−H ···N
HBs have the lowest quadratic fit curve signifying lower HB
strength relative to HB length when compared with the
quadratic fit curve for other HBs. However, the HB strength of
N−H···O, N−H···N, and O−H···O does not seem to have
significant differences. The distribution in the HB angle has a
similar pattern for all the HBs. The LPtoBD* has a higher

quadratic fit curve for N−H···N and O−H···N HBs relative to
HB length and so does the electrostatic energy. The O−H···O
and N−H···O HBs do not have significant differences.
However, N−H···O HBs have the lowest electrostatic energy
compared to other HB types.

Hydrogen Bond Networks. HBs in general are comprised
of single acceptor and donor pair. However, there are instances
where two or more HBs share the same acceptor forming a
network of HBs. These HBs have been analyzed,21,22 and their
implications for the bending of helices have been discussed.23

The most common example can be found in α-helices where a
side chain interacts with the backbone amide carbonyl group.22

However, these HBs are also commonly observed at the start
or the end of β-sheets. A study by Feldblum and Arkin24

clearly shows the existence of HB networks with both
experimental and computational means and highlighted that

Figure 15. Various scenarios of HBs leading to various HB networks derived from eq 1. The network 1−0−0 is shown in four different plots: (a),
(c), (d) and (f). The network 1−1−0 is shown as (b), and the network 2−0−0 is shown as (e).

Table 5. Various HB Properties Based on the Network of a HB

no. ID bond HB length (Å) elec. (e2/Å)a HB angle (deg) ka (mdyn/Å) intra.b LPtoBD* (kcal/mol) chainc HB network

1 34 N−H ···O 2.19 −0.14 135.5 0.02 I(10) 0.9 b−b 1−0−0
36 N−H···O 2.04 −0.15 164.8 0.07 I(13) 9.07 b−b 1−0−0

2 33 N−H···N 2.39 −0.17 154.2 0.03 I(8) 4.44 b−b 0−0−1
53 N−H···O 2.25 −0.11 126.5 0.11 I(6) 1.59 s−b 1−1−0
54 N−H···O 1.9 −0.15 149.5 0.22 I(7) 12.05 s−b 1−0−0

3 44 N−H···O 2 −0.17 158.5 0.2 I(13) 8.93 b−b 1−0−0
58 O−H···O 1.77 −0.21 167.2 0.28 I(18) 12.15 b−s 1−0−0

4 5 N−H···O 2.2 −0.15 128.8 0.04 I(34) 1.35 b−b 1−0−0
6 N−H···O 1.83 −0.18 174.8 0.25 I(37) 21.58 b−b 1−0−0

5 104 N−H···O 2.29 −0.14 160 0.09 I(10) 0.97 b−b 2−0−0
105 N−H···O 1.95 −0.16 165.7 0.26 I(13) 10.83 b−b 2−0−0
106 N−H···O 2.02 −0.16 150.7 0.14 I(16) 6.06 b−b 2−0−0

6 90 N−H···O 2.14 −0.15 162.6 0.1 I(10) 3.01 b−b 1−0−0
92 N−H···O 2.1 −0.15 163.4 0.15 I(16) 6.28 b−b 1−0−0

aElec. refers to the electrostatic energies. bIntra. refers to intramolecular HB type with ring size enclosed in the bracket. cChain is composed of a
donor−acceptor pair as either from s (side chain) or b (backbone).
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such HBs do not necessarily decrease the strength of the
canonical HB (the HB with the shortest HB length).
Figure 15 and Table 5 show six different networks of HBs in

different scenarios. Figure 15a, 15d, and 15f show a 1−0−0 (eq
1) network of HBs in α-helix, extended strand, and turn,
respectively. The HB angle for the two HBs varies from 128°
to 165°. The HB with a higher angle has higher LPtoBD*
signifying more covalent characteristics. The electrostatic
energy for both HBs remains almost equivalent. However,
the covalent contribution to the linear HB makes it stronger as
accepted by ka values. A similar setup with an additional HB
from the donor of a canonical HB (1−1−0) is shown in Figure
15b. Although the angle is lower compared to 1−0−0 as
shown in Figure 15a, there is a significant LPtoBD*. This is a
consequence of the extended electron density causing a higher
concentration of electrons for the canonical HB. We observe a
raise in covalent energy for the canonical HB and thus in its
strength. The electrostatic energies do not have significant
differences. Figure 15c shows the network 1−0−0 with one of
the HB as O−H···O from a side chain. The LPtoBD* is similar
to 1−1−0 as shown in Figure 15b. The electronegative nature
of O atom increases the electrostatic energy. The overall
contribution of electrostatic and covalent energies leads to
similar ka values. Figure 15e shows three HBs with the same
acceptor as network 2−0−0. Despite the HB length of 1.95 Å
for the canonical HB, LPtoBD* is relatively high (10.83 kcal/
mol) which contributes to its high ka value of 0.26 mdyn/Å.
The elongated electron density of the three HBs stabilizes the
energy and therefore guides the protein to form a unique
secondary structure.
As stated by Feldblum and Arkin,24 the network of HBs does

not necessarily decrease the strength of canonical HBs. We
thus observe no pattern in the strength among various
networks of HBs. The relationship of ka, LPtoBD*, HB
angle, and electrostatic energy is shown in Figure S11, where

the quadratic fit curve relative to the HB length overlap for
various networks.

What Governs Hydrogen Bond Stability in Proteins?
In this section, we detail the statistical results obtained for
properties of a HB based on the angle and amino acids, in
order to investigate what drives strong HBs in proteins. Figure
16a shows the quadratic fit curve (middle) for all HBs relative
to the HB length. We shifted the curve to ±0.05 to obtain two
fit curves. The two-shifted fit curve characterizes the strong
and weak HBs (based on ka values) for the same HB length.
Thus, the points above the +0.05-shifted fit curve should
correspond to strong HBs while those below the −0.05-shifted
curve should correspond to weak HBs relative to the HB
length. Figure 16b−f show the histogram for the two data
points: above the fit curve and below the fit curve for the HB
angle, LPtoBD*, electrostatic energy, ka, and HB length.
Except for ka and HB angle, other HB properties tend to
overlap, denoting no significant differences. The HB angle thus
plays a strong role in distinguishing strong and weak HBs
where we observe a clear distinction for above fit curve points
and below fit curve points.
We further analyzed the amino acids involved in hydrogen

bonding. ARG is the major donor for HBs contributing to 24%
of all HBs followed by LYS (13%). Both have N in the side
chain to act as an HB donor. Similarly, they act as major
acceptors contributing to 10% and 9% for ARG and LYS,
respectively. The contribution of other residues is shown in
Table S4. Table S5 shows the contribution of amino acids in
terms of a network of HBs and intramolecular HBs. However,
no intuitive relationship was found that clearly distinguishes
amino acids based on HB properties.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we developed a new software, Ef f icient Detection
of Hydrogen Bonds (EDHB), that systematically detects HBs
based on a nearest neighbors algorithm. EDHB classifies inter-

Figure 16. Quadratic fit curve for all HBs relative to HB length is shifted by ±0.05 to obtain two fit curves. The two-shifted fit curve characterizes
the strong and weak HBs for relatively the same HB length: (a) shifted fit curves of HBs based on ka denoting strong (above fit curve) and weak
HBs (below fit curve). (b−f) histograms for each HB property generated for these HBs.
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and intramolecular HBs as well as HB networks. We could
show that EDHB outperforms other commonly used methods
to detect HBs in terms of speed of execution. An important
feature of EDHB is that information from preceding quantum
chemical studies (i.e., NBO data and second energy derivative
information) can be used to derive the electrostatic/covalent
character of the HBs and to calculate local-mode force
constants as a quantitative measure of the intrinsic HB strength
via the local-mode analysis program LModeA.33

Utilizing EDHB, we analyzed various HB properties in a
protein system for a diverse set of 163 proteins. General trends
of HB strengths follow an inverse quadratic relationship with
the HB length as observed by local-mode force constants,
electrostatic energies, and covalent characteristics. The most
common intramolecular HB is observed to be I(13) followed
by I(10) and I(7). In general, the strength of I(13) is higher
than that of I(10) followed by I(7). Analyzing various HBs
based on donor−acceptor pairs highlights higher electrostatic
and covalent characters for N−H···N and O−H···N type HBs.
Networks of HBs are common in protein structures and play
an important role in specific secondary structure orientations
such as α-helixes and turns; however, they do not significantly
influence the HB strength. A comprehensive analysis of the
distribution of local-mode force constants comes to the
interesting conclusion that the HB angle is the governing
factor determining the HB strength.
All EDHB scripts are provided at https://github.com/

ekraka/EDHB. We further note that a linux binary file is also
available for quick implementation on high-performance
computers (HPC) and servers. The applicability of EDHB in
discerning patterns of hydrogen bonding is extendable but not
limited to protein−ligand interaction, protein folding, protein−
protein interaction, molecular dynamics, water, ice clusters,
and improving force fields for proteins. EDHB can be extended
to any molecular system provided the geometric information is
known, reaching out to a broad computational chemistry
audience.
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